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Turkey Touring and Automobile Organization is of a public-benefit 

foundation status and has been authorized with special status and 

duties on customs and traffic legislation since 1930.  

Turkey Touring and Automobile Organization, now over 92 years 

old, has not limited itself with the official duties it has been given 

since the day it was founded and has been involved in pioneer-

ing exemplary activities in fields such as tourism, automobiles, 

culture-art, history and sports in our country. Our country’s first 

promotional posters, first touristic guidebooks, first road maps, first 

language course, translator guide exams, first automobile races and 

countless other firsts… 

Without slowing down, our organization still continues its activities 

with its services for public benefit and social responsibility by con-

ducting “A New Tourism Route: Grand Master Mimar Sinan” project.

In this framework, Turkey Touring and Automobile Organization 

remembers the most important personality of the Turkish Architec-

ture Art, Mimar Sinan, who immortalized the 16th-century

Ottoman civil architecture with the works he built.

The aim of our project is to ensure the promotion of Mimar Sinan 

and his works in real terms which he is worthy of by creating tour-

ism routes on the İstanbul-centered Mimar Sinan Works. To this 

end, routes have been identified by the experts and approximately 

80 professional tourist guides, all of whom are experts in different 

languages, were given theoretical and applied training by our es-

teemed scholars, who are experts in their fields, to ensure the com-

prehension of Sinan in terms of architecture, art, culture, history, 

literature, and mathematics.    

Mimar Sinan, who  never repeated himself constantly developed his

art competed with himself with the works he constructed, has left

his mark not only on his era but also the geography he lived in. We

Preface
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see his hand in approximately 400 works such as inns, baths, car-

avansaries, bazaars, aqueducts, arches, bridges, tombs, mosques, 

all of which are close to perfection in terms of architecture and art 

history, in the wide geography of the empire and particularly in İs-

tanbul. Sinan has become the seal of the Ottoman Empire with the 

masterpieces he built in different countries and in different cities.

The works of Grand Master Sinan, who lived through the eras of 

5 different Ottoman Sultans, served as the chief architect of 3 Ot-

toman Sultans and had the privilege of holding his position for 50 

years, crowned what he saw, felt and designed with his works, has 

bestowed grace to our eyes and been enshrined in our hearts for-

ever, defy the years. We understand that Sinan tried to describe the 

respect he felt and the value he gave to the people of his era and, of 

course, did not forget about us either. The most gracious respect to 

this grand master has been shown by Suleiman the Magnificent in 

the opening of the Süleymaniye Mosque. Mimar Sinan presents the 

keys to the Süleymaniye Mosque after its completion. The fact that 

Suleiman the Magnificent said to Mimar Sinan “It is your place to 

open this house of Allah, which you have constructed, with prayers” 

clearly demonstrates the importance of the value the Emperor of 

the World attached to Sinan.

   

Let’s show the love, respect and reverence we have for Sinan by 

protecting, reviving and, most importantly, visiting the works he 

has bestowed on us. Let’s demonstrate our loyalty to Grand Master 

Mimar Sinan, who has had his name written to the history of world 

architecture and the 16th-century Ottoman architecture in letters 

of gold, by feeling, understanding, living him again and by listening 

to his story from him.  

With my warm regards, respect and compliments.

Dr. Bülent KATKAK
Chairman of the Board
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The Stage is
Grand Master Sinan’s

When Evliya Çelebi had his ‘travel” dream at the Ahi Çelebi Mosque 
in İstanbul Eminönü, he had the feeling and awareness that he was 
entrusted with the task of a big contribution to the nation and Isla-
mic ummah, and even to the whole humanity. Travelogue, which is 
his work of art as famous as him, is now an indisputable reference 
book for all.

When Grand Sinan was conscripted into Ottoman service under 
the devshirme system from Kayseri Ağırnas and increased his ex-
perience by completing his observations in the Arabian and Persian 
territories under the service of the army and the sultan, he knew 
that he would build all the works the humanity would need in this 
wide geography, leave them as his legacy to the future and people 
would travel to see these works.

Touring Institution knew when it was founded as Türk Seyyahin 
Cemiyeti in 6 November 1923, only six days after the proclamati-
on of the Republic, that the essence of tourism for the country is 
travelling. It carried the feeling of seeing the works of Sinan, which 
spread all over our cultural geography centered in İstanbul, by tra-
velling. 
 
Grand Master Sinan was undoubtedly a genius. The most accura-
te way of understanding the grandness of Sinan is to examine his 
works which have survived to this day and organize a tour which 
would start from İstanbul and end in Selimiye, a world architectural 
classic which has been included in UNESCO’s World Heritage List. It 
is to see the aqueducts building a water civilization, which a wes-
tern author defined as ‘If he had not even constructed anything else 
and only built only Mağlova Aqueducts, it would have been enough 
for him to be included in the world architecture history’, on site. 

The point we all agree on is the fact that Sinan left great works whi-
ch we still look with admiration. He arrayed large and small works 
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with magnificent beauty such as mosques, palaces, inns, baths, 
bazaars, bridges, aqueducts, tombs, madrasahs and kulliyes to the 
enormous Ottoman geography like a set of pearls. He built the large 
ones as well as the small with an aesthetic perspective.

What we know is that there is no progress without recognition. 
Thus, acquainting first ourselves and, then, the whole world with 
Sinan is the obligation of us who admire him. Because we believe 
that its not possible to admire without knowledge.

We know that one of the most important problems of tourism is 
product diversity. We need to choose sustainable topics based on 
culture rather than contrived points while trying to provide this 
diversity. Ensuring the touring and recognition of Mimar Sinan’s 
works starting from İstanbul by means of transforming them into a 
tourism route, which is indeed a culture tourism product, is a sus-
tainable tourism diversity. To this end, different routes created by 
professional experts and all kinds of infrastructures which ensure 
the travelability of these routes have been thought of and they have 
been worked on with expertise by taking all the details into consi-
deration with the excitement of creating a culture tourism product.   
The aim is to discover a value by means of introducing the works 
of Grand Master Sinan, who is our global value, to our own people 
and the architecture aficionados in the world. The fact that we are 
striving to really understand Sinan and our activities which are con-
ducted accordingly will make a cultural contribution to the diversi-
fication of tourism… We believe that foreign guests who have had 
the privilege of being introduced to Sinan will look upon his works 
with a greater admiration than us.

We owe our thanks to all the people and organizations who have 
contributed to this ambitious project. We are all delighted due to 
our efforts of honoring our debts to Sinan in this manner. And the 
stage is Sinan’s. 

Prof. Dr. Ahmet Emre Bilgili
Project Director
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Project
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Our project named “The Great Master Sinan the Architect as a New 

Tourism Route” has been funded by the Istanbul Development 

Agency as part of the 2014 “Istanbul: A Global Tourism Center” finan-

cial support program and launched within the coordination of Turkish 

Touring and Automobile Association as of 01 July 2014. 

The main purpose of the project is to contribute to the strengthening 

of a positive perception towards Istanbul and Sinan the Architect and 

thereby creating a new “cultural tourism item” for Istanbul. 

The “Great Master Sinan the Architect as a New Tourism Route” project 

aims to increase the “tourism variety across the region and promote tou-

rism throughout the year” in line with the general aim of “improving Tur-

kish tourism sector and making Istanbul a center of attraction that is ca-

pable of competing with other global cultural tourism centers” as set out 

by the “Istanbul: A Global Tourism Center” Financial Support Program 

that was published as part of the Istanbul Regional Plan for 2014-2023 

with the vision of “Unique Istanbul, the City of Innovation and Culture, 

with its Creative and Free People” which ultimately aims to promote the 

recognition of Sinan the Architect and his works on a global scale.    

While the target group of our project -which was launched under the fi-

nancial support of Istanbul Development Agency and within the coordi-

nation of Turkish Touring and Automobile Association and in association 

with Istanbul Provincial Directorate of Culture and Tourism, Association 

of Turkish Travel Agencies and Istanbul Chamber of Tourist Guides- are 

global architecture enthusiasts and tourist guides, the final beneficiaries 

of it are the tourism sector in Istanbul and the people living in the city.  

Occupying a very important place in terms of architecture, urban plan-

ning, and art history, both Sinan the Architect and his works are little 

known to the general public apart from certain academic circles.  While 

his works are protected and visited as magnificent cultural heritage si-

tes, it is not possible to speak of a perception of “Sinan the Architect” 

in the minds of the visitors that is based on scientific facts.   More than 

half of nearly four hundred works of Sinan the Architect dotted around 

the Ottoman geography are located in Istanbul.  This provides a unique 

advantage for Istanbul in promoting the recognition of Sinan the Arc-

hitect and his works.  By the end of the project, we believe that there 

will be a great curiosity and interest for the personality of Sinan and his 

works as well as our city all across the world.  

This project strives to create a new “value” out of our values while ta-

king Sinan the Architect as its starting point.  It will contribute to the 

promotion of both Istanbul and the reputation of Sinan the Architect 

by way of generating a new tourism product by the name of “Sinan the 

Architect Tours”, consisting of the personality of Sinan the Architect 

and his works, which -despite being one of the most significant values 

of Istanbul- is not utilized to the fullest as a tourism product.    With this 
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project, Istanbul will gain a new product that will strengthen its hand 

for the global cultural tourism competition.   Primarily addressing to the 

architecture enthusiasts, this new cultural tourism product is designed 

to attract tourists of high socioeconomic status who will be contribu-

ting to the city more than other tourist groups.   

This project also aims to take precedence over the locational concent-

ration on the Historical Peninsula and certain monumental buildings 

(such as Topkapı Palace, Hagia Sophia and Sultanahmet Square and 

Grand Bazaar) that have become significant predicaments for the tou-

rism in Istanbul.     If the aim set out herein is achieved, the length of 

stay of the tourists coming to Istanbul to see the works of Sinan all over 

the city will inevitably increase.  As the tourists travel to the different 

parts of the city to see those works, their contribution to the national 

economy will significantly increase.  

Within the framework of the project activities;  

• Inventory details pertaining to more than 200 architectural works 

of Sinan in Istanbul have been reviewed,   

• Details pertaining to the works whose renovation works have 

been completed and reopened to use/visitation have been re-

newed, 

• An academic curriculum has been prepared based on the availab-

le sources regarding the works in question, 

• Sinan the Architect Travel Routes, which are to be made available 

to tourism agencies following the updating and verification of the 

details pertaining to the works, have been put together, 

80 competent tourist guides jointly picked by the project team and Istan-

bul Chamber of Tourist Guides have undertaken theoretical and practical 

courses on the works of Sinan, and been given participation certificates,   

Studies have been conducted for establishing an international network 

for Sinan the Architect and his contemporary architects, and an aware-

ness has been created,   

Promotional pilot touristic tours have been organized for groups con-

sisting of international media members and foreign academics under 

the supervision of the trained tourist guides. 

Our project schedule has been completed on 01 July 2015, and our 

activities regarding the protection of the work of Sinan, opening them 

for tourism and promotion of the same on an international arena are 

currently being conducted under the auspices of Turkish Touring and 

Automobile Association.  
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Sinan
The Architect 
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The greatest architect of the Turkish architecture history is doubt-

less Sinan the Architect.  Not only is Sinan the best architect of the 

Ottoman architecture but he is also one of the best of his field in the 

world.  Having extended beyond his time and geographical bounda-

ries, the works of this great architect comprise a large swath of land 

that is as big as the magnificence of the empire in which he lived, and 

they remain as the legacy of his period in a large geographical area 

comprising a good number of nation states and thereby continue to 

keep the Ottoman identity alive today.

Although his exact year of birth is not known for certain, it is dated 

back to 1491.   He was born into a Christian family in Ağırnas, Kayseri.   

However, his talent was recognized and it was understood that he was 

talented enough to join the ranks of the majority as a Muslim designer 

drenched in Ottoman culture and, therefore, things were set in motion 

to raise into the Ottoman elite instead of abandoning him to his fate 

in his village.”    In the end, despite coming from a debated ethnical 

background, it is clear that Sinan had a strong Ottoman identity. 

The fact he was taken into this system and brought to Istanbul at a 

very early age played a significant role in developing his talent.   Si-

nan is believed to have attended a school in the vicinity of the Hip-

podrome (Sultanahmet Square) -one of the landmarks of the Roman 

architecture- that is close to Topkapı Palace and Hagia Sophia, and he 

says in Tezküretü’l-bünyan -which is considered to be his autobiog-

raphy- that he visited the lands of the Arabs and Persians in the service 

of Yavuz Sultan Selim and returned to Istanbul.   He participated in the 

Egyptian campaign with the Sultan which resulted in Egypt and Hejaz 

region being part of the Ottoman Empire, and during that campaign 

he had the opportunity to observe the architectural background of the 

region, getting to know the architectural works of the antiquity and 

Egyptian pyramids in addition to the works of the Seljuks and Safavids.   

Participation in military campaigns helped Sinan improve his know-

ledge and cultivation and enabled him to demonstrate his skills and 

farsightedness.   

Having participated in the military campaigns of Belgrade and Rhodes 

in 1521 and 1522 respectively as janissary infantry under Sultan Sule-

iman the Magnificent, he was later promoted to the sekban cavaliers 

division.   During the Battle of Mohacs (1526) Sinan was given the 

command of the conscript boys.   After that he was given the com-

mand of the sultan’s household troops and appointed as the com-

mander of the archers (zemberekçibaşı).   He attracted attention with 

his feats during the German and Iraq campaigns in 1532 and 1534 

respectively.  However, with his success during his last campaign he 

stepped into the limelight.    He joined the Corfu and Moldova cam-

paigns in 1537 and 1538 respectively as Sultan’s servant.  He enabled 
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the army to cross the Prut river through the bridge he built during 

that campaign.  This particular bridge that Sinan built in thirteen days 

became almost a legend.  When he undertook that task he was 48 

years old.  He disputed Lütfi Pasha’s idea of building a tower to protect 

that bridge on strategic grounds and thus he argued with the pasha.   

Although he came to worry about his future because of his argument 

with the pasha, his worries were later proven to be unnecessary as he 

was appointed as the chief architect by the Vizier Lütfi Pasha instead 

of the deceased chief architect Persian Ali. 

As his sole ambition was to become an architect, Sinan was able to 

fulfill his dream when he was appointed as the chief architect in 1537.  

His signature from then on was “el-fakīr Sinan sermi‘mârân-ı hâssa”’.   

Engraved in the middle of his elliptical stamp was the line “el-fakîrü’l-

hakîr Sinan” and surrounding it was the line “bende-i miskîn kemîne 

derd-mend-i ser-mimârân-ı hâssa-müstmend”.  

Appointed as the chief architect at the age of 48, and retained the title 

of “Reîs-i mimârân” (chief architect) until his death, Sinan identifies the 

milestones of his career with three works.     The first architectural work 

was the Şehzade Mosque which he describes as his “apprenticeship 

work”.  Completed in 1548, this külliye features the first biggest sultan 

mosque in the history.  The second milestone was the Süleymaniye 

Külliye, which he describes as his “foremanship work”.  Constructed in 

1557, this structure is considered to be one of the most magnificent 

architectural works of Istanbul and the Ottoman Empire.  The work he 

describes as his “master work” is the Selimiye Mosque which built in 

Edirne for the honor of Sultan Selim the Second.  When Selimiye was 

constructed he was 83 years old and called “Old” because of his age.   

Having gone on pilgrimage in 1584, he was around 100 years old 

when he returned and kept working with great enthusiasm until he 

died in 1588.   The last sentence of the epitaph written by his close 

friend Sai Mustafa Çelebi reads as follows:  

“Sinan, the greatest of the architects graced this earth.”  

He was buried in the Tomb that is on the left-hand side of the Süley-

maniye Külliye towards the qibla, and that epitaph appears as a simple 

signature affixed under a great work of art.   

His undated foundation charter sheds light to his wealth and descen-

dants.   According to the charter, his wife Mihri died while h was still 

alive and his son Mehmed Beg was killed in the war.  His descendants 

include two of his daughters and two grandchildren.   His endowment 

includes eighteen houses, thirty-eight stores, lands, housing plots, 

gardens, a boathouse, waterway, windmill and 300.000 coins.   But 

what really keeps the memory of Sinan alive and extends his repu-
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tation across the centuries are the hundreds of architectural works 

which he built.   

There are various accounts listing the number of works built by Sinan 

the Architect.  However, by comparing the sources pertaining to his 

period, it is possible to increase the list of his works to 452.   However, 

one should evaluate such a list by taking into account the vast ge-

ography into which his works were built and the tasks he undertook 

using the logistical and technological facilities of his period in additi-

on to his long life.  Having lived nearly 100 years, Sinan the Architect 

did not build all of those architectural works himself, nor did he apply 

himself to every minute detail of such works; as the chief architect, 

he merely drew the plans of some of the works and evaluated the 

projects brought in by others while inspecting and supervising the ar-

chitectural processes through his assistants.  This goes to show Sinan 

the Architect’s successful managerial, organizational, logistical and 

administrative skills as much as the overall organizational success of 

the Ottoman Empire.   This also shows that there were other archi-

tects who were able to work under his supervision and entrusted to 

undertake daunting tasks during the Age of Sinan.   Davud Agha and 

Sedefkar Mehmed Agha are only but two of such names.  

 “New architectural solutions, inventions and, above all, ratios have 

reached new levels and established themselves as classics with the 

works of Sinan, and the works of this architectural genius have served 

to reflect the supra continental tendencies of the empire towards the 

outside world with great momentum and strength.   Such a style has 

ended the anarchy of styles in the regions and cities where it is fully 

consolidated itself, thus establishing its own identity on a global scale. 

Such an identity left its marks on the artistic trajectory of the regions 

that were once ruled by the Ottomans, of which legacy is still evident 

today.   (Selçuk Mülayim)”

Sinan the Architect is known as an architect, which is his most pro-

minent identity.   But he can not be simply described as an archite-

ct.  Because he is also a very good engineer, logistics planner, urban 

designer, planner, and administrator… he has many talents and a vast 

accumulation of knowledge, to which his works bear testimony.   

Sinan did not only live during his period and in the architectural works 

he built.  There is an “Age of Sinan” in the Ottoman and World Archite-

cture.   Similarly, there established a strong School of Sinan within the 

Ottoman Architecture even when he was still alive.   And thus Sinan 

the Architect maintained his influence on the Ottoman architecture 

and his guiding light for centuries to come through his students and 

works.  The architectural pursuits of today and the agenda that he hel-

ped set in today’s discussions are the most palpable examples of his 

influence that defies ages and generations and of his genius. 
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Mimar Sinan’s
İstanbul
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This list contains the structures which have survived to this 

age and have preserved their authentic forms among the 

works of Mimar Sinan in İstanbul. The list, which has been pre-

pared by ÇEKÜL (The Foundation for the Promotion and Pro-

tection of the Environment and Cultural Heritage), has been al-

phabetized and in which these structures are located has been 

written in brackets. When we enumerate the structures which 

constitute kulliyes one by one, the number of structures which 

have survived to this day in İstanbul from Sinan exceeds one 

hundred.

1. At Meydanı İbrahim Pasha Palace (Fatih)

2. Atik Valide Nurbanu Sultana Kulliye (Üsküdar) Mosque, 

Madrasah, Dervish Lodge, Imaret, Darülkurra, Caravansary, 

Darüşşifa, Infant’s School

3. Hürrem Sultana Hammam (Ayasofya, Fatih)

4. Bali Pasha Mosque (Fatih)

5. Barbaros Hayrettin Pasha Tomb (Beşiktaş)

6. Sultan Süleyman Kulliye (Büyükçekmece) Bridge, Caravansary

7. Sokollu Mehmed Pasha Mescid  (Büyükçekmece)

8. Defterdar Mahmut Çelebi Mescid (Eyüp)

9. Evvelbent Paşadere Aqueduct (Kağıthane)

10. Gazi İskender Pasha Kulliye (Beykoz) Mosque, Tomb

11. Güzel Ahmet Pasha Tomb (Fatih)

12. Güzelce (Gözlüce) Aqueduct (Sultangazi)

13. Hadım İbrahim Pasha Kulliye (Fatih) Mosque, Tomb

14. Haseki Hürrem Sultana Kulliye (Fatih) Mosque, Darüşşifa, 

Madrasah, Infant’s school

15. Havz-ı Kebir (Main Fountain) (Kağıthane)

16. Hüsrev Çelebi Ramazan Efendi Mosque (Fatih)

17. Hüsrev Kethüda Darülkurra (Fatih)

18. Hüsrev Kethüda Hammam (Beşiktaş)

19. Hüsrev Pasha Tomb (Fatih)

20. Kapıağası Bridge (Haramidere)

21. Kara Ahmet Pasha Kulliye (Fatih) Mosque, Madrasah, Tomb

22. Kılıç Ali Pasha Kulliye (Beyoğlu) Mosque, Hammam, 

         Public Fountain, Tomb

23. Kovuk (Eğri) Aqueduct (Eyüp)

24. Mağlova Aqueduct (Gaziosmanpaşa)

25. Mehmet Ağa Kulliye (Fatih) Mosque, Tomb

26. Mesih Mehmet Pasha Mosque (Fatih) Tomb

27. Mihrimah Sultana Kulliye (Edirnekapı) Mosque, Madrasah, 

Hammam
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28. Mihrimah Sultana Kulliye (Üsküdar) Mosque, Madrasah,   

Infant’s school, Sinan Pasha Tomb

29. Mimarbaşı Sinan Agha Mescid (Fatih)

30. Molla Çelebi (Fındıklı) Mosque (Beyoğlu)

31. Kitchens of Palace (Topkapı Palace, Fatih)

32. Nişancı Mehmet Pasha Kulliye (Fatih) Mosque, Tomb

33. Pertev Pasha Tomb (Eyüp)

34. Piyale Pasha Mosque (Beyoğlu)

35. Rüstem Pasha Mosque (Fatih)

36. Rüstem Pasha Caravansary (Beyoğlu)

37. Rüstem Pasha Madrasah (Fatih)

38. Semiz Ali Pasha Madrasah (Fatih)

39. Sinan Pasha Kulliye (Beşiktaş) Mosque, Madrasah

40. Tomb of Siyavuş Pasha’s Son (Eyüp)

41. Kapıağası Cafer Agha Madrasah (Soğukkuyu)

42. Sokollu Mehmed Pasha Mosque (Azapkapı, Beyoğlu)

43. Sokullu Mehmet Pasha Kulliye (Eyüp) Tomb, Madrasah, 

Darülkurra

44. Sokullu Mehmet Pasha Kulliye (Kadırga, Fatih) Mosque, 

Madrasah, Dervish Lodge

45. Sultan III. Murat Mansion (Topkapı Palace, Fatih)

46. Sultan I. Selim Madrasah (Fatih)

47. Sultan II. Selim Tomb (Fatih)

48. Süleymaniye Kulliye (Fatih) Süleymaniye Mosque, Evvel 

Madrasah, Sani Madrasah, Salis Madrasah, Rabi Madrasah, 

Darülhadis, Darülkurra, Darüşşifa, Darüttıb, Infant’s school, 

Caravansary, Hammam, Sultan Süleyman Tomb, Haseki 

Hürrem Sultana Tomb

49. Şah Huban Hatun Tomb (Fatih)

50. Şehzade Mehmet Kulliye (Fatih) Mosque, Imaret, Caravansary, 

Madrasah, Infant’s school, Tabhane, Şehzade Mehmet Tomb, 

Rüstem Pasha Tomb

51. Tomb of Şehzades (Fatih)

52. Şemsi Ahmet Pasha Kulliye (Üsküdar), Mosque, Tomb, Madrasah

53. Cannon Foundry (Beyoğlu)

54. Uzun Kemer Aqueduct (Eyüp)

55. Valide Sultana Hammam (Üsküdar)

56. Zal Mahmut Pasha Kulliye (Eyüp) Mosque, Tomb, Madrasah (I), 

Madrasah (II)
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Dr. M. Sinan Genim

Hagia Sophia Hürrem Sultana Turkish Bath, Sultanahmet

The Works Of
Sinan The Architect
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I n an interview, Le Corbusier, one of the prominent figures of modern 

architecture, said that “you build something out of stone and clay and call 

it a building.  But then something touches my heart and I say ‘oh how nice is 

that’.  Now that is a work of architecture.”

Being one of the most significant architects in the history of architecture 

and having built a great number of works of architecture more than four 

hundred years ago which still touch our hearts and prompt us to say “oh 

how nice is that”, Sinan the Architect talks about the future with the fol-

lowing somewhat humble and challenging words:   “Hopefully fair and rea-

sonable people looking at my works in the future will remember me with 

gratitude by taking into account the seriousness of my endeavor.”    

No architect before Sinan had been able to built 477 works of architecture 

in 16 different styles.  Despite having passed nearly 500 years upon their 

construction, 120 of Sinan’s works are still being used today.  Other than 

him, nobody has ever managed to build this many architectural works and 

in this variety. This is an impossible task even eve in today’s fast-growing 

architectural technology and engineering solutions.   

Born in the middle of the 1490s in Ağırnaslı village of Kayseri, Sinan was 

taken into the devshirme system as a conscript boy in 1512 to 1513 and after 

having been educated in the palace, joined a number of military campaigns 

including the Belgrade campaign of 1521, Rhodes campaign of 1522 Mohacs 

campaign of 1526, Vienna campaign of 1529, Germany campaign of 1532 

and Iraqeyn campaign of 1534. He caught the attention of the senior officers 

with the bridges, army camps and boats he built during such campaigns 

which enabled the army to cross the rivers and lakes that it came across 

on the way to the battlefields. After the bridge he built on the Prut river 

during the Kara Boğdan expedition in 1538, he was appointed as the Chief 

Architect, a title that he took from the architect Ali the Persian and kept for 

the next fifty years.   

Having admitted that he observed the significant architectural works of the 

regions he visited and learned lessons from such works, Sinan was rewarded 

with good sense and long life in addition to his accumulation of knowledge 

over the years and his architectural skills.  Considering the fact that he built 

Istanbul Sehzade Mosque in his 50s and called it as his apprenticeship work, 

Istanbul Suleymaniye Mosque in his 60s and called it as his foremanship 

work, and Edirne Selimiye Mosque in his 80s and called it as his master work, 

one can have an idea of what it is like to lead a healthy long life with an 

ambition to work.  

We do not have any clue as to how Sinan the Architect actually project de-

signed his works.    Sai Mustafa Çelebi, who prepared the list of Sinan’s works, 

did not say anything about his project designing.  But we do come across 

some depictions and models attributed to Sinan in some of the miniatures 

of his period.  For instance, the grand sized model of Süleymaniye Mosque 
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Gazi İskender Paşa Camii
Sinan Pasha Mosque, Beşiktaş

which we see among the regiment of artisans passing through Sultanahmet 

Square during the circumcision feast of the sehzade -who would ascend 

to the throne by the name Mehmed the Three- in 1582 serves as a proof 

that the works were built based on models rather than drawings.     Despite 

the availability of some of the architectural plans dating back from the 16th 

century, it is accepted that the architectural works were mostly built based 

on models.    The fact that Sinan the Architect worked as a cabinetmaker as 

part of his education seems to support this view. 

Another question we frequently come across is whether Sinan was influ-

enced by the Hagia Sophia and made an effort to overshadow the greatness 

of that structure.   It is no question that an architect such as Sinan has been 

influenced by the Hagia Sophia and studied the building in detail and ex-

amined its structural problems.  To think to the contrary is to hold a genius 

like Sinan in disrespect.   In some of the Western drawings and photographs, 

we see the Hagia Sophia without its four minarets as they stand today and 

depicted as if they have been obliterated.  However, almost all of such draw-

ings and pictures show the support walls that were built by Sinan on both 

facades of the building in an effort to repair the colossal damages that were 

caused the earthquake of 1509.  It seems that such support walls became 

as one with the building so much so that the censoring authorities in the 

west regarded them as the original elements of the building.  It is impossible 

for such an architect, who intervened in the Hagia Sophia in this way, not to 

have been influenced by it and ignore it.    

The architectural structure is successful in terms of the amount of light that 

shines into the interior.  It is said that the “Architecture exists with light”; an 

illuminated structure always has an effect on the spectator.   The fact that 

the works of Sinan –which were built nearly a thousand years after the con-

struction of the Hagia Sophia and despite having been built with the same 

traditional materials (stone-bricks-wood)- are more spacious and illumi-

nated than the Hagia Sophia is to do with the architectural improvements 
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achieved during that one thousand years.    Moreover, the structures built by 

Sinan are more consistent wit the central planning and offer the engineering 

solutions where bearing columns are fitted into structural walls along with 

the minimization of the spatial division elements.   

In most of the studies conducted up until now, Sinan’s structures have been 

studied in terms of their architectural qualities.  Another aspect that should 

be addressed is the logistical issues involved in the construction of such 

works.  I would like to remind you of the fact that some of the structures 

built in the West during the same period took hundred years, in some cases 

two hundred years, to complete due to financing and logistical issues.   One 

should study the organizational success that lies behind the completion of 

Süleymaniye -which was originally designed as a single structure but in-

cluded a mosque, eight madrasahs, a bath, Tombs, which, in the end, ended 

up being a grand architectural structure that comprise a large area- in seven 

years between 1550 and 1557, which is considered to be a short time for the 

completion of such an architectural complex.   

The studies of Prof. Dr. Ömer Lütfi Barkan suggests that, in addition to some 

of the columns already available in Istanbul, columns were brought all the 

way from Egypt and Baalbek, some weighing 26 tons while some weighing 

73 tons, for the construction of that mosque.    Another point that is worth 

mentioning is the fact that the availability of such materials in distant cor-

ners of the empire was inventoried and their records were kept.  Consider-

ing the means of transportation and the loading conditions of the period, 

the logistical feat achieved by Sinan can be appreciated.   

It is our duty to get to know the works and architectural methods of Sinan 

the Architect.    We should not lose sight of the fact that we will be able to 

introduce his works to the others only after we have studied them in detail 

and gotten a full knowledge of them.
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Touring the works of Mimar (Architect) Sinan means exp-
loring the 16th Century Ottoman world, which is described 
in our political history as “An Ottoman Century”, and in ar-
chitecture date as “The Age of Sinan”, and in a way, means 
touring that century.

For those who wish to tour the works of Mimar Sinan, it is 
possible to set various routes based on the types, names, 
sponsors, districts of the structures, or based on his archite-
cting periods. The development of the architect in his art is 
commonly described with his apprentice, journeyman, and 
master periods. Nevertheless, there are objections against 
this in architecture history studies, and a classification of 1st, 
2nd and 3rd periods is taken as basis.

Considering such preferences and some definitions, it is 
possible to set various Sinan routes.  We will recommend 
various lists, also based on the sponsors of the buildings for 
enthusiasts. Yet, the priority in narration when we get to the 
field, the list we will take as basis when we begin practicing 
the visiting schedule, shall be on districts and the structures 
on the route, particularly the exemplary ones. 

We wish you have pleasant historical journeys on Sinan’s 
development and architecture world.

Routes of
Sinan
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Although Mimar Sinan calls it “my apprenticeship work”, we stand 

before the monument of sorrow of the “Magnificent” Suleiman of 

the most glorious Ottoman century, and his powerful lady Haseki 

Hürrem Sultan… Yes, this is the Şehzade Complex (Külliye)… This is 

a complex where the grief of Suleiman the Magnificent and Hürrem 

Sultan losing a child was transformed into a monument… With its 

mosque, caravansary, imaret, almshouse, school, madrasa, tombs, 

fenced area…

This complex, having been built by Suleiman the Magnificent in the 

name of his şehzade, Mehmed, whom Suleiman had designated as 

the next padishah after him, is more glorious than the monuments 

of some sultans.

Let’s stop and take a good look around… We are not at a place to 

pass by at a glance. We are at the yard of a complex, which we may-

be should cherish the view for hours, contemplate on its art, functi-

on, location, a complex not only marking an architecture tradition, 

art of the period but also witnessing the social texture, a world of 

emotions, feelings of parenthood, a longing for a child.

1st Route

• Şehzade Mehmet Kulliye

• Hüsrev Kethuda Darülkurra

• Süleymaniye Kulliye

• Sultan Süleyman Tomb

• Hürrem Sultana Tomb

• Mimar Sinan Tomb

• Rüstem Pasha Mosque
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Here, you can visit not only Şehzade Mehmed’s tomb, which is pla-

ced on the casket of his throne but also the tombs of other şehza-

des (princes)… The tomb of Suleiman the Magnificent’s powerful 

vizier Rüstem Paşa, who is the son-in-law of Hürrem, husband of 

Mihrimah Sultan, is also here… These are places where death and 

life meet, where death is symbolized by art…

When we start our journey from here, we will travel among the 

works of architecture that witnessed the legacy of the empires of Is-

tanbul with Byzantine and Ottoman works, starting with Bozdoğan 

Aqueduct, to the zenith of the Ottoman Empire, feeling the ancient 

breath and color of history… In-between, we will have the chance 

to see Hüsrev Kethüda Koran School at Taştekneler Street at the end 

of Dedeefendi Avenue between Şehzade Mehmet Paşa Kulliye and 

Damat İbrahim Paşa Kulliye... 

And Süleymaniye Kulliye… 

Mosque, Madrasas, Imaret, School, Fountain, Medical School, Hos-

pital, Koran School, Hadith School, Tomb…

It is not just a work architecture, it is the zenith and summary of an 

empire… It is not just a symbol of Sinan or Sultan Süleyman but the 

symbol of an empire, of the Ottoman century… It is the expression 

of the empire with its politics, social issues, economy, religion, art, 

education, science, technology, engineering, architecture, desig-

ning, employed mosaic of people, logistics, health, medicine, social 

government structure, city planning, etc… … It is the masterpiece of 

Istanbul that you cannot get tired of watching… It is the symbol of 

the Magnificent Century and the Magnificent city…

Each unit of the Kulliye is number 1 in art, functionality, and Otto-

man protocol…

Would hours be enough to describe, understand and watch here?… 

A looong journey in the depths of history… Süleymaniye… The mo-

nument of a period… Maybe, we should have a walk around the 

Mosque… If we can’t enter inside each one of them… During this 

trip, we should observe the mosque from the outside, and take a 

break in front of each of the other units. Then, the Mosque…
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We should visit the fenced burial area after leaving the mosque… It 

is at “kible” direction… The tomb of Sultan Süleyman… The tomb of 

a sultan who reigned for 46 years… Next to him, another tomb with 

a touch of Sinan… The tomb of Hürrem Sultan, who was buried 

here instead of the great complex of hers that she had built… We 

should stop here and take a look at the fenced burial area… Althou-

gh not Sinan’s work, an area shaped around him… A place where 

death is turned into a form of art not only with the tombs but also 

with the gravestones… Gravestones, each of which is engraved so 

many emotions, sorrows, prayers through words and art… Stones 

which point out to their holders at first glance, whether a woman, 

child or man, as monuments of art and mastership… With their sta-

tesmen, scientists, religious officers, citizens… Graves witnessing 

not just an age but many ages… And a road between these graves, 

opening to two doors… 

Here, there is one more person we should definitely stand before, 

present our feelings and gratitude in our way… Sinan… Sinan the 

Architect… Sinan the Great… The Grandmaster…  He awaits us at 

his tomb, which stands like a humble signature at the end of a great 

work whose annotations take huge volumes, at the “tip of the left 

foot” of this magnificent complex at our kıble direction… How can 

one not visit here?

We begin our journey to the last stop of today, to say farewell to 

Mimar Sinan. We will go down to the Kulliye of Rüstem Paşa, who 

himself rests at Şehzade Mehmed Complex. I said “go down” becau-

se it was built on the edges of Süleymaniye, at the beaches of Haliç 

(Golden Horn). Süleymaniye Mosque is placed on the top of the 

city silhouette, and Rüstem Paşa’s mosque is placed under it. The 

mosque is located at Tahtakale, the busiest traditional trade district 

of Istanbul. With its architecture, porcelains and position that affect 

the silhouette of Istanbul, Rüstem Paşa Kulliye is one of the most 

important grand vizier buildings…
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We are in Eyüp. A district that takes its name from the apostle who 

hosted the Prophet Mohammed at his home during the Hijra from 

Mecca to Medina…  Mehmed the Conqueror had a tomb built over 

the grave of this apostle, and than a complex next to it, which has 

been called with his name. Eyüp Sultan tomb has become the most 

important religious center of the Ottoman State, sultans ceremoni-

ally put on their swords here after being crowned, prayed here be-

fore armies went to or returned from war. Scholars and statesmen 

also attached special importance to Eyüp and had built structures 

that would make their names live here. Eyüp Sultan is still the most 

important visiting center and an intersection of various parts of the 

society …

If you have time, and you absolutely should, you must go to Pierre 

Loti Hill and watch Haliç (Golden Horn) and Istanbul during sunrise. 

You should, at least, drink a morning tea here… It is a privilege to 

look at Eyüp and Istanbul from this hill that has been the theme 

• Sokollu Mehmet Pasha Kulliye

• Tomb of Siyavuş Pasha’s Son

• Pertev Pasha Tomb

• Zal Mahmut Pasha Kulliye

• Defterdar Mahmut Çelebi Mescid

• Mihrimah Sultana Kulliye (Edirnekapı)

• Güzel Ahmet Pasha Tomb

• Semiz Ali Pasha Madrasah

• Nişancı Mehmet Pasha Kulliye

• Mesih Mehmet Pasha Kulliye

• Mimarbaşı Sinan Agha Mescid

• Bali Pasha Kulliye

2nd Route
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of engravings, postcards, photographs… After the use of the cable 

car started, the scenery was enriched in a new way here. Cable car 

must be used to go from Pierre Loti to Haliç…

Here, the first Sinan Stop is Sokullu Mehmet Paşa Kulliye… Ne-

vertheless, the first place to visit and not to neglect is Eyüp Sultan 

Tomb… Sokullu Kulliye is right next to it… The distance is as near as 

less than 20 m… We should move to Sultan Tomb using the Cülus 

Road on Haliç beach for sultans to put on their swords… 

Next stop is Sokullu Mehmed Paşa Kulliye… It awaits you with its 

madrasa, Koran school, tomb and fenced burial area… Suleiman the 

Magnificent, Selim II, Murad III, and the-the most powerful grand 

vizier of Ottoman history rest here. Even though there are two ot-

her complexes built in his name by Sinan (Azapkapı and Kadırga)… 

Opposite of it, there is the tomb Siyavuş Paşa had built for his child-

ren but himself was also buried. Only one road passes in-between. 

The Tomb is in a way in Eyüp Sultan fenced burial area. There is also 

another small Sinan Tomb that can be included in this fenced burial 

area: Pertev Paşa Tomb…

Sinan monuments visit around Eyüp Sultan Kulliye is over. Nevert-

heless, our Sinan route in Eyüp is not over. One of the most im-

portant works of Sinan in Eyüp is the Zal Mahmud Paşa Kulliye at 

a walking distance to Eyüp Sultan Kulliye… He was famous as the 

person who caught Şehzade Mustafa, son of Suleiman the Magni-

ficent while escaping from his executors, and handing him to the 

executors.

Husband of Şah Sultan, the daughter of Selim II... After both of them 

pass away, the complex built according to their will has a mosque, 

tomb, and two madrasas. Also, as remembered as a sad memory of 

the legendary love of Şah Sultan and Zal Mahmud Paşa, although 

the complex is called with the name Zal Mahmud Paşa, it is a joint 

monument of both.

Our journey in Eyüp will end with Defterdar Mahmut Çelebi 

Mosque, facing Feshane stop, but our route continues. Along the 

road, there is Edirnekapı Mihrimah Sultan Kulliye. 

Anyone who wishes can go with a vehicle, but we prefer to put 

a little effort and walk from Ayvansaray to Edirnekapı, besides the 

walls of Istanbul. We are visiting the fenced burial area near the be-

ach, known as the Cemetery of Companions (of Mohammed). Here, 

we are visiting the tombs of companions who joined the siege of 

Istanbul (7th cc), but whose tombs commemorate the period of 

Mehmet the Conqueror (Fatih), and visiting the burial area of Toklu 
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Dede the tomb keeper.  After seeing Tekfur Palace, one of the most 

important palaces of the Byzantines right above, we continue our 

walk towards Eğrikapı. After the burial area, companion places, and 

Eğrikapı, our journey of city walls continues towards Edirnekapı. 

Mihrimah Sultan Kulliye in Edirnekapı awaits us. We are at the yard 

of a work of Sinan that enriches the silhouette of Istanbul at a diffe-

rent and one of the most beautiful locations. Daughter of Suleiman 

the Magnificent and Hürrem Sultan, wife of Rüstem Paşa… One 

of the most powerful women of 16th century… This is her most 

important monument that commemorates her, together with the 

Kulliye in Üsküdar… A reminiscence of the artistry of Sinan’s … Mih-

rimah Sultan does not rest in either of her complexes but rests in 

her fathers tomb… In this tomb here, her son-in-law, Grand Vizier 

Güzel Ahmet Paşa rests.

Our road is long, and our time is short… Our walk must continue… 

We turned our way to Saraçhane/Şehzadebaşı.. At a distance of 

100-150 steps to Karagümrük stadium, Semiz Ali Paşa Madrasa, and 

a little further, Nişancı Mehmet Paşa Kulliye awaits us. Mehmed Ağa 

Kulliye at Çuhadar Street near Fethiye also reminds us of Sinan… 

After visiting here, we head to to right side/Vatan Avenue side of 

Sarı Güzel Avenue, to Mesih Mehmed Paşa Kulliye. Near Hırka-i Şerif 

Mosque, the Kulliye is on Eski Ali Paşa Avenue, walking down to the 

right from Yavuz Selim cross. Its sponsor, Hadım Mesih Mehmed 

Paşa rests in his tomb here.

At the end of our road, the mosque awaits us at the intersection of 

Akşemseddin and Koca Sinan Avenues, next to Istanbul Provincial 

Police Department. This mosque, contrary to many complexes we 

have visited and we will visit, bears the name of our architect. Spon-

sored by himself, Mimarbaşı (Head Architect) Sinan Ağa Mosque is 

very much distinguished from others by this factor. Materializing 

works that commemorate many sponsors, our Architect built this 

mosque that was a work of his own foundation and that would 

keep the book of charities open. 

Next, Hüsrev Paşa awaits us at his tomb at Şair Cem Street, next to 

Fatih Municipality building. Our last stop today is Bali Paşa Kulliye, 

300-500 steps from here... Hüma Hatun, a wife greatly devoted to 

her husband, contributed greatly for completing this complex.

Yes, today’s route ends here. How long we have walked, how many 

works we have seen, and what an intense contact we had with 

history, haven’t we? Now it’s time to rest and think… 



34Hüsrev Kethüda Bath, Ortaköy
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Endowers Of
Sinan The Architect 
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While Sinan the Architect maintained his presence throughout the 

history through his endowers, his endowers, in turn, maintained 

their travel in time through the works of Sinan. 

When we look at Sinan’s list of architectural works we see a list of highly 

rich and top level endowers.  Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent tops this 

list.  The collaboration of Suleiman and Sinan, in a way, marked the jour-

ney to the highest achievements of the Ottoman architecture.     The 

Sultan has left his mark through Sinan’s architectural genius with the kül-

liyes, bridges, water canals and other architectural works he had him built 

all over the empire and primarily in Istanbul.   After Suleiman, Selim the 

Second became the endower of the master work of Sinan, namely the 

Selimiye Külliye in Edirne, in addition to various other architectural works.   

After him, Sultan Murad the Third took his place in the history thanks to 

Sinan and left his mark with the latter’s works.  Apart from the three Ot-

toman Sultans topping the endowers list of Sinan, there was another sta-

tesman in the list: Crimean Khan Devlet Giray Khan.  Sinan’s works thus 

scattered around the Crimean geography upon request of this particular 

endower, the most notable one being the Gözleve Mosque.

In Sinan’s list of endowers, the group of Sultans is followed by Valide Sul-

tanas and Hasekis (concubines giving birth), daughters of sultans and the-

ir grooms and viziers.   This group of endowers include Hürrem Sultana 

-the haseki of Sultan Suleiman-, Valide Nurbanu Sultana -mother of Mu-

rad the Third-, Shah Sultana -daughter of Yavuz Sultan Selim-, Mihrimah 

and İsmihan Sultanas -daughters of Sultan Suleiman-, Shah Sultana -da-

ughter of Sultan Selim the Second, and the Grand Viziers Rüstem Pasha 

and Sokullu Mehmed Pasha –grooms of Sultan Suleiman-, Grand Vizier 

Karaahmet Pasha –groom of Yavuz Sultan Selim-, Zal Mahmud Pasha –

groom of Sultan Selim the Second- and the Grand Vizier Semiz Ali Pasha. 

The group of Grand Viziers among the endowers list includes  Devout/ Bos-

nian/ Haji Mehmed Pasha, Hadım İbrahim Pasha, Pertev Mehmed Pasha, 

Ferhat Pasha, Mesih Pasha and Nişancı Mehmed Pasha.

Barbaros Hayreddin Pasha, Sinan Pasha, Piyale Pasha and Uluç/Kılıç Ali 

Pasha, on the other hand, constitute the group of chief admirals in Sinan’s 

endowers list. 

There are 15 endowers who are identified as provincial governors, sanjak 

governors, and state administrators:   Devout/ Haji/ Karaöz Mehmed Bey, 

Osmanşah Beg the First, Sokullu Kasım Pasha, Firdevs Pasha, Cenabi Ah-

met Paşa, Lala/Tütünsüz Hüseyin Pasha,  Haji/Doğancı Ahmet Pasha, Lala 

Mustafa Pasha, Köse Hüsrev Pasha, Hadım Ali Pasha, Çerkez İskender Pas-

ha, Behram Pasha, Melek Ahmet Pasha, Deli Hüsrev Pasha, Dukakinzade 

Mehmed Pasha. Other endowers include the Shaykh al-Islam Fenariza-

de Muhyiddin Mehmed Çelebi, Army Judge Kızıl Abdurrahman Çelebi of 

Amasya, Mevlana Ensari Ahmed Çelebi and Molla Çelebi, Provincial Trea-
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surer Mustafa Çelebi, Çavuşbaşı Mahmud Agha, Translator (Drogman) Yu-

nus Beg, Hürrem Sergeant, Ferruh Kethüda, Chief White Eunuch Mahmud 

Agha, Chief Gardener İskender Pasha, Odabashi Behruz Agha, Muhasip 

Şemsi Ahmed Pasha, Darüssaade Agha Mehmed Agha, Cafer Agha, Chief 

Butcher Haji Evhad and Chief Bezirgancı Haji Hüsrev...  

As evident by his portfolio, Sinan built architectural works for many states-

men and scientists in addition to the sultans of his period and thus eng-

raving on the erstwhile Ottoman geography the power of the Ottoman 

state, the memory, and benevolence of his endowers as well as his own 

engineering, architectural and urban planning skills

Süleymaniye TürbesiKılıç Ali Pasha Külliye,Tophane
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We are at Silivrikapı… We are going in the direction from Topkapı to 

Zeytinburnu, in front of the walls of Istanbul, and entering Silivrika-

pı. We stand before a Sinan structure, the Kulliye of Hadım İbrahim 

Paşa, who had raised as high as the second vizier, at a point where 

Silivrikapı and Hisaraltı avenues intersect…  A complex that only has 

its mosque and tomb remaining… 

On this route, we walk around this complex, the three-level Istanbul 

walls, and a scenery that remains from the old city of Istanbul until 

today. We live time in time. And we turn to the last stop of Koca-

mustafa Paşa. Here, after visiting Hüsrev Çelebi (Ramazan Efendi) 

Mosque, we continue our walk.  It would be great if we could walk 

these routes… It is not easy… However, we will have the chance to 

see the texture reaching from the Old Istanbul to our time, and this 

side of the city closely.  Kara Ahmet Paşa Kulliye awaits us 300 me-

ters north of Topkapı Avenue, on Aksaray-Topkapı direction, at the 

opposite side of Pazartekke stop. Kara Ahmet Paşa was an Ottoman 

General who became the son-in-law of Yavuz Sultan Selim, unc-

le-in-law of Suleiman the Magnificent, and who also became the 

Grand Vizier… Although he was executed, the Complex continues 

to keep the Pasha’s memory with its mosque, madrasa, tomb and 

primary school.   

• Hadım İbrahim Pash Kulliye

• Hüsrev Çelebi Mosque

• Kara Ahmet Pasha Kulliye

• Şah Huban Hatun Tomb and Infant’s school

• Haseki Hürrem Sultana Kulliye

• Sokollu Mehmet Pasha Kulliye (Kadırga)

3rd Route
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We are at a point where Vatan Avenue, Gureba Hospital and Oğuz-

han Avenue intersect, where the tomb of Şah Huban Hatun, who 

was one of the wives of Murat III, and the primary school are loca-

ted. At a walking distance from here, we reach the madrasa built by 

Suleiman the Magnificent in the name of his father Yavuz Selim.  It 

is a beautiful work that reflects the relationships of father & son, and 

of education & architecture…

Along the road, there is a complex of a powerful Sultana. It is a 

monument for one of the most powerful names in female sultanate 

relations… It is the monument of Hürrem Sultan, a wife of Suleiman 

the Magnificent, mother of Sultan Selim II… Need I say more?… She 

is gone, but her monument stays. It is one of the most important 

works bearing the signature and reflecting the aesthetics of Sinan… 

With its mosque, madrasa, hospital, primary school… Hürrem Sul-

tan’s Kulliye is here but her tomb is in Süleymaniye… 

It is quite late but our trip is not over yet. Our last stop is the Comp-

lex of Sokullu Mehmet Paşa, one of the most powerful Grand Vi-

ziers of the history of the Ottoman Empire, located in Kadırga. The 

Complex is near Sultanahmet Square… It is 400 m from Sultanah-

met Square to Kadırga direction… 

Sokullu Mehmet Paşa is also the husband of İsmihan Sultan, the 

powerful daughter of Selim II … And although this complex is called 

with the name of Sokullu, it is not only his monument, they had it 

built jointly with İsmihan Sultan. So, it would be more correct if it 

would be called as Sokullu and İsmihan Sultan Kulliye… Of this two 

people who were together in life and in the construction of this 

monument, their final resting places in this world are unfortunately 

separate… The Pasha is at his tomb in his Complex in Eyüp, and 

İsmihan Sultan is in the tomb of his father in the yard of Ayasofya 

Museum…  

Entering the Complex, we actually take a step into a rich world of 

the journey of a sultana and a powerful vizier in works that bear 

the signature of a great architect, which cannot be found easily in 

the world of architecture. Although we kind of say farewell to that 

world, at the end of the day, we become equipped with the cultural 

and historical knowledge gathered throughout the day.

Since our journey is over, let’s take a tea break… We can go near 

the beach or walk to Sultanahmet Square but do not forget to meet 

tomorrow at Sultanahmet Square …

Haseki Hürrem Sultan Külliyesi, Fatih
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We are at the Sultanahmet Square.  Which is also known as the Ra-

cetrack..  Which is also known as the Hippodrome... This is the venue 

of imperial splendor and ceremonies… feasts and races… but also of 

the riots and rebellions... This is the center of Empires, the squares of 

both Romans and Ottomans… Many an emperor and sultan has graced 

this square in great splendor.  Many lost their throne as a result of the 

rebellions started or conceived of here.  The history of this square is, 

therefore, the history of empires and emperors… Isn’t this also the case 

today? Doesn’t it continue to conceal the historical secrets of both the 

Roman and Ottoman Empires -two of the world’s biggest empires- and 

breathe their splendor and cherish their memory through the remains 

of the Grand Palace -the administrative center of  the Roman Empire-, 

obelisks, Sultanahmet Külliye and Hagia Sophia etc.?  

We are in front of the İbrahim Pasha Palace.  Currently used as the 

Turkish Islamic Works Museum, this palace building belonged to an 

Ottoman Pasha who was directly promoted to the vizier position by 

Suleiman the Magnificent -being the most powerful sultan of the great 

Ottoman century- in an unprecedented way and was further honored 

by the sultan by becoming the brother in law of the sultan… the owner 

of the palace was a man who dared to introduce himself as “Sultan” in 

the reign of Suleiman and was on a power trip to the extent of telling 

the envoys that “nothing happens here without my say so”…  This is the 

• At Meydanı (İbrahim Pasha) Palace

• Hürrem Sultana Hammam

• Sultan II. Selim Tomb

• Tomb of Şehzades

• Kapıağası Cafer Agha Madrasah  (Soğukkuyu)

• Kitchens of Palace (Topkapı Palace) 

• Rüstem Pasha Madrasah

4th Route
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palace of a vizier who paid this lust for power with his life with a noose 

around his neck while he was asleep and whose body is lying in an 

unmarked grave… This is the palace of “Bridegroom” “Favorite”, “French” 

and “Pargalı” “Slain” İbrahim Pasha... It is a palace that is right in front of 

the Topkapı Palace and, with its original structure, aspiring to challenge 

it in both architecture and authority… This place bears the signature 

of Sinan the Architect and memory of İbrahim Pasha.  This building 

reveals the memories of a devshirme man from Parga who quickly 

rose to the position of vizier in Istanbul by dint of his intelligence, skills, 

and success, but also who cooked his own goose with his arrogance… 

come on in let’s see what is in store for us inside.  

Now we are heading to the Turkish Bath of another historical figure 

who lived in the same century and took part in the same events as 

either perpetrator, victim or witness but who, instead of rubbing shoul-

ders with each other, mostly stood against each other; we are leaving 

the palace of the person who lost in this world for another’s Turkish 

Bath who appeared to have won.  The Turkish Bath of Hürrem Sultana 

stands just a few steps away from us. 

 

We are at the tomb of Selim the Second in the Hagia Sophia Mosque’s 

courtyard.  There are 42 sarcophaguses in this tomb.  Alongside with 

Selim, the Second lies Nurbanu Sultana -his wife and the mother of 

Murad the Third-, his daughters, sons, and grandchildren.   This place 

is unique of art as much in terms of its calligraphy works, ceramic tiles 

and finely and meticulously planned ornamentations as in terms of its 

architecture... This is the last stop of the journey in this world... This is 

the art of death... This is where art meets death and revives as a result...  

We are now going into the Shehzades Tomb… The tomb of Murad the 

Third’s four sons and daughter.... Let us remind you of the fact that the 

tombs of Murat the Third and Mehmet the Third are also in the court-

yard of the Hagia Sophia as well.  

We are now at the Hagia Sophia… the place that houses the thrones 

of the empires and held the aspirations of sultans… this is the temp-

le which was plundered by the Crusaders following their conquest of 

Istanbul -which initially began as a quest for saving Jerusalem- where 

they brought in valuable belongings for “safekeeping” on the backs of 

the horses and mules, and killed those who were unable to carry the 

loads and left their bodies lying in the streets… Whereas it is also the 

temple for which Sultan Mehmed the Second –the conqueror of the 

city who attained the title Conqueror following his conquest- wounded 

his own soldier in order to prevent any harm coming to a single stone 

in the city…
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But we are here to pursue to trail of Sinan the Architect.   By entering 

Hagia Sophia one does not simply set out for the historical journey 

of one of the world’s longest standing temples but also sets out for 

the historical journeys of two of the biggest empires of the world,  but 

for which we have no time left today.  If it had not been for the Otto-

mans and Sinan the Architect; if it had not been for their internalizing, 

adoptive, transformative and refreshing attitude; if the bigots had won 

the argument at the time, we would not be talking about the Hagia 

Sophia today.  Being originally a Roman architectural work, the second 

endowers of the Hagia Sophia are the Ottomans, and its architect is 

Sinan.   The most prominent works of Sinan here are the minarets on 

the west side of the Hagia Sophia where the sounds of prayer calls have 

not been heard since the 1930s. 

Leaving behind Hagia Sophia, we are now heading towards a madra-

sah.   This is Caferağa (Soğukkuyu) Madrasah..  When Cafer Agha could 

not see the completion of the madrasah he commissioned to be built 

by Sinan during his lifetime, the building was completed by his brother, 

the master eunuch of Topkapı Palace, Gazanfer Agha.   Therefore, it 

would be fitting to call this place the madrasah of brothers or the Mad-

rasah of Cafer and Gazanfer Agha.  

Now we are on our way to the Palace.  It is right up there… Topkapı is 

the modest administration center of the Ottomans for centuries/during 

their golden age... We are on Sinan’s trail here as well... Among the many 

signature works of Sinan in this building are the room of Murad the 

Third and the palace kitchens...  

Our last stop for today is another Vizier building… our journey started 

in the palace of one of the two rivals ends in the madrasah of Rüstem 

Pasha.  We are entering Rüstem Pasha madrasah from the gate facing 

Rüstem Pasha Street which comes after the Hoca Hanı Street accessed 

through Türkocağı Street where the Istanbul High School is located…  

The Pasha’s tomb is in Shehzade Külliye, his mosque in Eminönü and 

his madrasah is in here…   

And thus, we complete our tour for today…  This has been a journey 

not only into the city’s history but also into the history of the two of the 

great world Empires in a short area... and Sinan was with us all along 

wherever we went today... Perhaps what we wanted to whisper into 

our ears was that the sovereignty could only exist with arts, that is to 

say that immortality could only be achieved through arts… Isn’t it the 

case that many khans, sultans, viziers and rulers continue to lead their 

spiritual lives through his signature works and design? 
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We are in Üsküdar… The best place to behold the walled city of Is-

tanbul and to take the most panoramic pictures of the city... 

   

We are in Üsküdar, the city of Lady sultans… the city where the me-

mories and sovereignty of the lady sultans are firmly carved in the 

monumental works, especially those bearing the signature of Sinan 

the Architect.    Lady Gülfem, the wife of Suleiman the Magnificent 

(the endower of the Lady Gülfem Mosque), her daughter Mihrimah 

Sultana, her bride Nurbanu Sultana, Kösem Sultana (mother of Mu-

rad the Fourth and Sultan İbrahim, the endower of Çinili Külliye), 

Gülnuş Emetuallah Sultana (the wife of Mehmed the Fourth, mo-

ther of Mustafa the Second and Ahmed the Third, the endower of 

Valide-i Cedid Külliye)... they are all here... nowhere is the memory 

of the strong lady sultans of the might Ottoman Empire as close 

and intense as here, so much so that they could hear one another 

if they called out to each other... Perhaps this is why Üsküdar is also 

called the city of Mothers. 

We are on top of Üsküdar, in Toptaşı... in front of Üsküdar’s biggest 

külliye , and at the same time one of Istanbul’s three biggest külli-

• Atik Valide Nurbanu Sultana Kulliye

• Atik Valide Nurbanu Sultana Hammam

• Şemsi Ahmet Pasha Kulliye

• Mihrimah Sultana Kulliye

• Gazi İskender Pasha Mosque

5th Route
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yes… we are at the entrance of Atik Valide/Valede-I Atik Nurbanu 

Sultan Külliye.  The endower of this külliye is the bride of Sultan Su-

leiman and Hürrem Sultana, the wife of Selim the Second, mother 

of Murad the Third… she has many works she commissioned, but 

the biggest one is in here… it is highly meaningful in terms of its de-

signated location… it is a significant and sublime structure… it came 

to be called ‘Atik Valide/Valede-i atik’ after the construction of the 

Valide-i Cedid/Gülnuş Emetullah Sultan Külliyesi on the waterfront.  

Don’t look for Nurbanu Sultana here in vain… As you will remember, 

you can visit her grave in the Selim the Second’s tomb in the court-

yard of Hagia Sophia... Having visited this great Külliye, we are going 

all the way down to the Üsküdar square and waterfront... There is 

a car waiting for us, but those who wish to set off on the journey 

into the veins of the history and to the streets of Üsküdar can walk 

as well... We are going to the Üsküdar Square, around the area whe-

re the Mayor’s Office is located.  There we will see the Atik Valide 

Sultan Turkish Bath that was commissioned by Nurbanu Sultana to 

generate revenue for her külliye... From there we will proceed in the 

direction of waterfront to the Şemsi Pasha Külliye which is 200-300 

meters to our left and which is also known by the colloquial name 

of Kuşkonmaz Mosque.   We will be breathing in some sea air… 

An enthusiast once said… “I’ve been living in a place overlooking 

the mosque for decades and never once have I seen a bird perch 

on the dome of it”, that is a fair assessment, as the mosque is called 

as “the mosque on which birds do not perch”, rather than the name 

of its endower.  We are in the courtyard of yet another great archi-

tectural work of Sinan.  And of course before the city of Istanbul… if 

you can’t dare to look straight into her face, then lift your head up 

and take a good look at the wonderful scenery of Istanbul.  This is 

because you can not get a better view of the city than here on the 

Üsküdar waterfront.  From dawn to dusk… midnight to midday… 

Also, evaluate the urban design skills of Sinan on this waterfront... 

based on the proportional distance between Süleymaniye and 

Şemsi Ahmed Pasha külliye, their positioning and the city silhouette 

created from the Bosporus entrance… and try to imagine Istanbul 

without his works.   What is left without them… let’s take a breather 

here for a while and contemplate… let’s have a cup of tea and take a 

look at Istanbul and thereby Sinan.   Let us think of Sinan… 
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Yes, now we are turning back to see the Mihrimah Sultana Külliye 

which is 300 meters away from us.  As you will remember, we have 

already visited Mihrimah Sultana’s külliye in Edirnekapı… Rumor has 

it that Sinan established a good relationship between these two ar-

chitectural works despite their being separated by the sea.  In a cer-

tain time of year, when the sun would rise from one of the structu-

re’s horizon it would go down from another’s horizon.    If you don’t 

believe it, then observe it… you can come across this phenomenon 

eventually if you believe it… 

Now that we have finished our visit to the Mihrimah Sultan Külliye 

that shapes up the historical silhouette of Üsküdar and describe Üs-

küdar in engravings, paintings, and photographs -which is also the 

first historical architecture that comes to mind when you think of 

Üsküdar- let us walk towards the cars.   We have a long way to cover 

until Kanlıca.  But there is nothing that prevents you from walking 

300 to 500 meters; in fact, we do encourage you to do so.  For the 

sake of history and nature.  But you should also take this walk for 

pleasuring your eyes and heart as well as for your health.  

Kanlıca is another beautiful corner of Istanbul… we are here to visit 

another of Sinan’s work, namely Gazi İskender Pasha Mosque and 

its endower who lies in its tomb without forgetting to sip our cups 

of tea on the shore beneath the plane trees.  If we have time for it, 

which we should make, we should accompany the breathtaking 

scenery of the Bosporus by walking on the waterfront.  But we have 

a long way ahead of us, we’ll go to Beykoz.  Let’s kindly ask our dri-

ver not to drive in a hurry so that we can enjoy the view throughout 

the coastal road.  Just so we can enjoy the scenery and history with 

our eyes, albeit not being presently there… 

The tour is over… it’s evening now… what do you say we watch the 

sun set over the Bosporus in here and take a boat or ferry, instead of 

a car, from here and go into the depths of the Bosporus and return 

to Istanbul from the Bosporus? 
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World Heritage Convention

Turkey ranks among the first 20 countries which con-

stitute the convention, written in 1946, of UNESCO who is the 

United Nations’ Education, Science and Culture institution with 

the primary aim of creating and maintaining the idea of sus-

tainable peace on the mind of humanity through culture, edu-

cation, and science. 

The Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cul-

tural and Natural Heritage was signed by 190 countries in 1972 

at the 16th General Assembly of UNESCO to introduce the cul-

tural and natural sites with universal values considered as the 

common heritage of all humanity to the world, to raise aware-

ness among the public to protect the universal heritage in 

question and to ensure the necessary cooperation to conserve 

the cultural and natural values which have been degenerated 

or destroyed for various reasons. Turkey signed this convention 

in 1983 as well. According to the provisions of the convention, 

governments present the cultural properties which they have 

guaranteed to protect not only for their own citizens but also 

for the whole world to UNESCO and the monuments and sites 

which go through the necessary assessments are added to the 

World Heritage List.

As of 2015, there are 1007 cultural and natural properties in 

the World Heritage List (779 cultural properties, 197 natural 

properties, 31 mixed sites, 31 transboundary properties, 46 

properties in danger, 2 delisted properties).

The Concept And Criteria Of World Heritage 

At the 32nd General Conference of UNESCO who is the Edu-

cation, Science and Culture institution of the United Nations, 

Convention for Safeguarding Intangible Cultural Heritage was 

adopted in 2003 alongside the Convention Concerning the 

Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage.  

With an approach which aims to be universal for the selection 

of the cultural heritage, criteria which are defined as interna-

tional outstanding universal values have been created. These 

criteria have increased in number from the beginning and have 

reached to this day as 10 “outstanding universal values”.
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To be considered as a World Heritage, it is necessary to have 

one or more of the 10 criteria defined as outstanding univer-

sal values, the authentic and unspoiled nature, i.e. integrity, of 

the site in terms of material, design, workmanship, location and 

settlement and to provide protection and management con-

ditions.

To be included on the World Heritage List, (6) six and (4) four 

“outstanding universal value criteria have been defined” for cul-

tural properties and natural properties respectively. Sites must 

meet at least one of these selection criteria.  

Properties are expected to have “authenticity” which is required 

for or an architectural cultural property to become significant 

and is the epitome of all characteristics which prove its origi-

nality, value and integrity and a testimony to the unspoiled and 

distorted nature of the cultural area on which it is located in 

terms of location, design, material and workmanship. Histor-

ical layers which are included in the bodies of structures since 

their construction to this say and constitute the identity of the 

structure are considered as the components of the structure’s 

authenticity. 

Cultural properties which are candidates to World Heritage are 

required to be well-conserved and their degeneration process-

es are expected to be under control. All properties suggested 

for the World Heritage Site must meet the condition of integrity. 

With the integrity test, whether the qualities of the natural or 

cultural property are whole and complete is examined. It is the 

state of the definition of the architectural heritage as having 

structural and architectural integrity and existing with all the 

components documenting its heritage status. Integrity in-

volves the intangible aspects of a property as well as its physical 

condition.   

Properties In Turkey Which Have Been Inscribed On The 

World Heritage List

In the Tangible Cultural Heritage category of UNESCO, 13 

properties in Turkey are inscribed in the world heritage list. 

1985 Historic areas of İstanbul (İstanbul city walls, Sultanahmet 

archeological park, Zeyrek, Süleymaniye), 1985 Göreme- Cap-

padocia national park, 1985 Divriği Great Mosque and Hospital, 
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1986 Hattusha, 1987 Nemrut Dağ, 1988 Xanthos – Letoon, 1988 

Hierapolis-Pamukkale,1994 City of Safranbolu, 1998 Archeo-

logical Site of Troy, 2011 Edirne Selimiye Mosque and its Social 

Complex, 2012 Neolithic Site of Çatalhöyük, 2014 Pergamon 

and its Multi-Layered Cultural Landscape, 2014 Bursa (Public 

houses area and sultan social complex) and Cumalıkızık .

In the Intangible Cultural Heritage category of UNESCO, 12 

properties in Turkey are inscribed in the world heritage list.  

The Arts of the Meddah (Public Storytellers) 2008, Mevlevi Sema 

Ceremony 2008, Karagöz 2009, Novruz 2009, Ashik Tradition 

2009, Traditional Sohbet meetings 2010, Kırkpınar oil wrestling 

festival 2010, Semah (Alevi-Bektaşi ritual) 2010, Ceremonial 

Keşkek tradition 2011, Mesir Macunu festival 2012, Turkish cof-

fee culture and tradition 2013, Ebru (Turkish art of marbling) 

2014. 

Sinan Structures Inscribed On The World Heritage List

Tezkiretü’l Bünyan, Tezkiretü’l Ebniye, and Tuhfetü’l Mi’marin, 

which are defined as the autobiographies of Mimar Sinan, in-

dicate the number of structures built by Mimar Sinan as 344, 

378 and 423 respectively. The total number of structures re-

corded in all three collections of biographies is 477. Whereas the 

number of structures which are seen in all three collections of 

biographies is 312. 

Of the 477 structures designed and built, repaired or assumed 

as having built by Sinan, 29 have not been identified, 172 have 

been destroyed due to fires, earthquakes, and public work ac-

tivities, 49 have been renovated later on in different style to the 

architecture of the classical era, 23 are in ruins and 204 have 

reached to this day by preserving their authentic 16th century 

shape and style.

Only two structures can be found on the World Heritage List 

among these structures which include the values of materi-

al, technique, aesthetic values at the highest level and carry 

unique and outstanding universal values in terms of architec-

ture, engineering and city planning. These structures are Sokol-

lu Mehmet Pasha Bridge (1571-1577) in Bosnia-Herzegovina 

in Višegrad and Selimiye Mosque and Social Complex (1569-

1575) in Edirne.
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Sokollu Mehmet Pasha Bridge has been included in the World 

Heritage List in 2007 due to meeting two (ii, iv) of the six out-

standing universal value criteria and also having the values of 

authenticity, uniqueness and protection and management.

In the scope of the criteria (ii), it is stated that “the bridge which 

is situated at a location with geostrategic importance has wit-

nessed important cultural changes between Christianity and 

Islam, and between the Balkans, the Ottoman Empire, and the 

Mediterranean Sea within the historical process. The repair and 

management of the bridge have been carried out by different 

political and cultural powers as Austria-Hungary, Federal Re-

public of Yugoslavia and the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegov-

ina after the Ottomans”. 

In the scope of the criteria (iv), it is stated that “the Višegrad 

bridge is the architectural expression of the Ottoman Classical 

era’s summit, which is an important stage of the human history 

with its values and successes”. 

Edirne Selimiye Mosque and Social Complex has been declared 

as a World Heritage Site in 2011. It has become a World Heritage 

with two outstanding universal values it holds. The first of these 

is “(i) its representation of a masterpiece of human creative 

genius” and, hence, it is defined as “the masterpiece of the 

creative genius of Mimar Sinan” in the decision. 

The second is “(iv) to be an outstanding example of a type pf 

building, architectural or technological ensemble or landscape 

which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human history”. It is 

stated in the decision that “Selimiye Mosque represents a sig-

nificant stage in human history, the summit of the Ottoman 

Empire, with its dome, spatial concept, architectural and tech-

nological harmony and its location which crowns the city land-

scape”.

There are structures on the World Heritage List built by Mi-

mar Sinan and has been included on the list directly, alongside 

these two structures. For instance, Süleymaniye Social Complex 

(1550-1557). In two of the four (4) outstanding universal values 

that have ensured the definition of İstanbul city walls, the ar-
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cheological park on the edge of the historical peninsula, Zeyrek 

and Süleymaniye, which are the Historic areas of İstanbul, as 

World Heritage Sites by UNESCO in 1985, Süleymaniye Mosque 

and Social Complex has been defined as a property holding 

these values. These outstanding universal values are the same 

as those (i, iv) which ensured the selection of Edirne Selimiye 

Social Complex. The first of these is “(i) its representation of 

a masterpiece of human creative genius” and in this context, 

Hagia Sophia has been stated to be a masterpiece alongside the 

Süleymaniye Mosque and Social Complex.   

  

The Topkapı Palace and Süleymaniye Mosque, and Social Com-

plex have been stated to be the structures which meet the “(iv) 

to be an outstanding example of a type pf building, architec-

tural or technological ensemble or landscape which illustrates 

(a) significant stage(s) in human history” criteria. 

There are many Sinan structures within the Historic areas of 

İstanbul (İstanbul City Walls, Sultanahmet Archeological Park, 

Zeyrek, Süleymaniye) which have become a World Heritage 

Site in 1985. Many of the significant social complexes are also 

located in the world heritage sites. For instance, Şehzade Social 

Complex in Süleymaniye World Heritage Site, Kadırga Sokollu 

Social Complex in Sultanahmet Arechologicaş Park, Edirnekapı 

Mihrimah Social Complex in İstanbul City Walls World Heritage 

Site rank among those significant social complexes located in 

the protection band.

Therefore, apart from national responsibilities, there exist re-

sponsibilities toward the whole world in the protection of the 

Sokollu Mehmed Pasha Bridge, Edirne Selimiye Mosque and 

Social Complex which have been declared as world heritage 

sites and İstanbul Süleymaniye Mosque and Social Complex 

which is located in a world heritage site carrying outstanding 

universal values. It is necessary to increase the number of Sinan 

structures with outstanding universal criteria, which can be de-

fined as the cornerstones illustrating the power and boundaries 

of the Ottoman Empire, on the World Heritage List and define, 

protect and promote them in an integrative management strat-

egy. Otherwise, there exist sanctions which lead to “World Heri-

tage Site in Danger List” and to being delisted from the UNESCO 

World Heritage List.
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Today, actually, it is The Day of the Seafarer… Although we visit 

other stops, we usually stand before chief admirals (kaptan-ı dry) 

or seamen. We will be meeting with the seamen of the “Ottoman 

Century”, who used to tremble the world and led Ottomans to vi-

ctories in seas.

Our first stop in Kasımpaşa… As of its original nature, it is the district 

where the heart Ottoman seamanship lies… It is the center of the 

Imperial Arsenal (Tersane-i Amire)… Here awaits us a great seaman 

and his complex, commemorating his name. We are talking about 

Piyale Paşa Complex. Its sponsor was the son of a Croatian shoe-

maker in Hungary, who was recruited by Ottoman government to 

rise as high as the Chief Admiral of the Empire (Kaptan-ı Derya), 

conquered many places, performing significant government servi-

ces… He was married by Suleiman the Magnificent to Gevher Han, 

the daughter of Şehzade Selim (II. Selim).

Piyale Paşa Complex bears the signature of Mimar Sinan, with its 

unique architecture. The Paşa rests at his tomb in the cemetery of 

the complex with his wife Gevher Han Sultan, seven sons and four 

daughters.

• Piyale Pasha Kulliye

• Sokollu Mehmed Pasha Mosque (Azapkapı)

• Rüstem Pasha Caravansary

• Kılıç Ali Pasha Kulliye

• Molla Çelebi Mosque (Fındıklı)

• Sinan Pasha Kulliye

• Barbaros Hayreddin Pasha Tomb

6th Route
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After completing the visit to Piyale Paşa Kulliye, we move to Haliç 

(Golden Horn). We are coming to Sokullu Azapkapı Mosque; facing 

Süleymaniye Kulliye, with an appearance proportionate to the dif-

ference between a Grand Vizier and his padishah, at the Beyoğlu 

side of Haliç, at the end of Unkapanı bridge and at the corner where 

the road turns to Karaköy. The complex also builds a bridge with 

the marine past of Sokullu Mehmed Paşa, who assumed his duties 

after the death of the great seaman Barbarossa (Barbaros Hayreddin 

Paşa). Considering the location, it is at the field of Haliç Shipyard, 

where he personally contributed to the construction of. After the 

Sokullu Mehmed Paşa Kulliyees in Eyüp and Kadırga, we are at the 

third Sokullu complex. Sokullu has a position that no other Grand 

Viziers had, with the number and size of three complexes in Istan-

bul, all of which were constructed by Sinan…

After this visit, our coastal trip continues along the beach... Also, 

we can watch the panoramic view of Istanbul silhouette and the 

historical peninsula at right while moving to Tophane.  The monu-

ment of a familiar sponsor awaits us in Karaköy. We will not forget 

to visit the Kurşunlu Han, the caravansary of Rüstem Paşa, Suleiman 

the Magnificent’s Grand Vizier, of whom we previously visited the 

tomb, mosque, and a madrasa. Then Tophane. Here, another great 

Ottoman seafarer, Chief Admiral Kılıç/Uluç Ali Paşa awaits us.

Originally from Calabria, when Giovanni Dionigi Galeni was taken 

prisoner by Ottoman seamen while going to Napoli to become a 

priest. Converting to Islam, he was first called Uluç, and after his 

later accomplishments, Kılıç Ali; the Pasha earned a rightful repu-

tation and was memorized by rescuing the part of the fleet that he 

commanded in Battle of Lepanto (İnebahtı). Accomplishing deeds 

such as expanding the Istanbul Shipyard, and improvements that 

played a part in building larger and more glorious naval ships, in 

making rowing easier and faster, the Pasha contributed significantly 

to naval science.

Continuing his life without any heir, “The Great Captain” rests alo-

ne in his tomb in his complex built by Sinan, of which he was the 

sponsor.

Rising from being a prisoner to Chief Admiral of the Empire, Kılıç Ali 

Paşa attracted the interest of many travelers with the fountain next 

to his Complex and was the theme of various engravings.
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At Fındıklı, we meet another work of Sinan: Molla Çelebi (Fındıklı) 

Mosque. . The sponsor is Mehmet Vusulî Efendi, also known as 

Molla Çelebi, a Kazasker (Chief-Judge) of Anatolia, and one of the 

prominent scholars of the period. Our journey continues. Ahead, in 

Beşiktaş, two more Chief Admirals (Kaptan-ı Derya) await us. Sinan 

Paşa and Barbaros Hayreddin Paşa.

We are in Beşiktaş. We are at a point where Barbaros Boulevard and 

Beşiktaş Avenue intersects, at the complex of Chief Admiral Sinan 

Pasha, a monument by Sinan. Unfortunately, its sponsor passed 

away before seeing the completion of his complex. Probably that 

is why he was buried at the complex of his aunt-in-law, Mihrimah 

Sultan in Üsküdar, instead of his own. The complex was completed 

by his brother, Grand Vizier Rüstem Pasha. Sinan Paşa’s having his 

complex built as facing the tomb of Barbarossa, the patriarch of 

Turkish Ottoman seamen, is meaningful to display how Barbarossa 

was perceived by his successors.

We move to the right side of the road and visit the tomb of Bar-

barossa (Barbaros Hayreddin Pasha). Here lies not only a great Ot-

toman seaman, but the greatest seaman of the world in his age. 

The note and date “Mâte reîsü’l-bahr, 953” (The Ruler of the Sea 

Died) on his tomb was nothing but a mere statement of fact. In this 

tomb, not a person but a “legend” continues his life in eternity by 

being a subject to academic studies, stories, novels, poems, films, 

documentaries, and TV series. The duty of placing its dome was 

undertaken by Mimar Sinan. Actually, the tomb was not alone here. 

The tomb was constructed next to the madrasa that was ordered 

to be built by Barbarossa. At the Tomb, he is accompanied by Câfer 

Pasha, Barbaros Hayreddin Pasha, Hasan Paşa of Algeria and Bar-

barossa’s wife Bâlâ Hatun. The relatives of the Pasha were buried in 

the cemetery of the tomb. Right next to the tomb, there is a great 

monument of Barbaros Hayrettin Pasha. It is the expression of a 

preference and respect to him that the maritime museum was ope-

ned here without no other structures in-between.

We have been on the move since the morning. Now it’s time to 

refresh… Welcome to the last stop of our trip; to Hüsrev Kethuda 

(Ortaköy) Bath in Ortaköy…
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Today, by historical definition, we are outside Istanbul (old town) and 
Bilâd-ı Selase [“The Three Regions” (Üsküdar, Eyüp, Galata districts)]. In 
fact, we are going to follow the water today. We are going to visit the 
water structures of Sinan the Architect.  It is not an easy trip. It will be 
tiresome, wide geography. Today, we will need sportive clothing and 
walking shoes more than ever. We will walk on flat paths, and walk uphill 
and downhill between bushes if we want to see the aqueducts closely. 
We must at the very least reach Mağlova aqueduct to witness both the 
esthetic world of Ottoman water civilization and Sinan’s architecture 
genius in a various dimension… These structures were the best of the 
facilities, which had been constructed until that time, the most impor-
tant engineering structure of Sinan the Architect, and his largest work by 
size. Before starting our walk, let’s briefly remember the construct story 
of these works of Sinan:

Aqueducts of Sinan the Architect are on the water routes gathered from 
Belgrad forests and brought to Istanbul, generally known as the Kırk-
çeşme Waters. As much as these waters are important; how water was 
brought Istanbul, the opposition Sinan faced and the success of our Ar-
chitect in overcoming them are also important for knowing him better. 
Seeking an answer to the increasing water needs of Istanbul, Suleiman 
the Magnificent decided to transport the waters of Kırkçeşme to the city. 
However, this was an extremely costly and hard job, requiring skills and 
technology. Telling that Süleymaniye Kulliye cost 35 million akçes (silver 
coins) and Kırkçeşme facilities cost 50 million akçes would give an idea 
about the magnitude of the job. 

• Kovuk (Eğri) Aqueduct

• Uzun Kemer Aqueduct

• Güzelce (Gözlüce) Aqueduct

• Mağlova Aqueduct

• Havz-ı Kebir (Main Fountain)

• Sultan Süleyman Bridge (Büyükçekmece)

• Sultan Süleyman Caravansary (Büyükçekmece)

• Sokollu Mehmed Pasha Mescid (Büyükçekmece)

7th Route
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While hunting around Kâğıthane, Suleiman the Magnificent saw water 
leaking from an old waterway, and assigned Sinan the Architect to rese-
arch whether it was possible to bring water from here to Istanbul. Upon 
the positive answer of Sinan the Architect as a result of long research, he 
orders the construction to be started. 

However, Grand Vizier Rüstem Pasha and senior government administ-
rators oppose this operation. Their thought was that, if plenty of water is 
brought to the city, migration to Istanbul would increase and this would 
cause various problems. But, Suleiman the Magnificent was determined 
that the water is brought to the city as his own foundation. 

The construction began but the opponents of the Water and Sinan did 
not stop. They whispered that the Architect will fail this job, the water is 
insufficient, and the treasury would be wasted. However, the Sultan did 
not make a decision on what was said, made onsite investigations and 
did not change his decision. Despite great opposition, the construction 
of Kırkçeşme waters, which began in 1554 with the support of the em-
peror, was completed before 1563. 

For those who wish to know the details of this matter from the depiction 
of our Architect, first of all, we recommend referring to Tezkiretü’l-Bün-
yân, a work scribed by Sai Çelebi based on Sinan’s narration… Also, Ey-
yûbî’s work, Menâkıb-ı Sultân Süleymân Hân’ı has detailed information 
on this matter. 

Sinan the Architect’s galleries were constructed in a capacity to exceed 
flow rates which are much higher than those of normal construction 
rates. With the connection of the main gallery with springs, which were 
found later and called “katma” (annex), length of the distribution line inc-
reased by time. As described by Kazım Çeçen “If the Katmaların isâlele-
rinin connections of the distribution lines of the annexes are not to be 
taken into account, Sinan eastern line galleries built up to the penstocks 
(Eğrikapı Maxim) are 13,992 m. long, western line galleries are 11,592 m. 
long, Cebeci line galleries are 4490 m. long, galleries from the main pool 
to the penstocks, the Jewish annex at Küçükköy is 25,300 m., and the 
total length of all distribution galleries is approximately 55,374 meters”. 

Galleries of Kırkçeşme facilities have dimensions of 55 × 175 cm. ever-
ywhere. Top of the galleries are covered with bricks or stones, with se-
mi-circle vaults. There are inspection tubes between 20-40 m. Except 
for the 55,374 m. long galleries at the distribution line; the distribution 
lines of 570 annexes, and the interior city galleries and distribution 
network is not included in this account… 

33 aqueducts were built in Kırkçeşme facility. But, four-five of these are 
monumental structures in terms of engineering, architecture, and vo-
lume. 
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A New Tourism Route:  Grand Master Sinan The Architect

We are at Kemerburgaz…  We begin our journey with a monumental 
aqueduct. Eğrikemer, Kovuk Kemer (Müderris Village Aqueduct) and 
Uzun Kemer… Among them, Kovuk Aqueduct has a different story. As 
Çeçen describes, all sections of Kırkçeşme facility are Ottoman structu-
res but a section of the lowest level of Kovukkemer and a small section 
of the middle level are from the Late Roman period. It has been establis-
hed by archive records that the remaining part was made by Sinan the 
Architect in 1563-64. 

Uzun Kemer (Long Aqueduct) is 711 m. long. It has two levels and it is 
the largest structure of Kırkçeşme facilities. There are fifty arches on the 
upper level and forty-seven arches on the lower level. 

We cannot stay for long here… Since, we have taken our souvenir pho-
tos, we head to Sultangazi. Sinan’s most majestic water structure awa-
its us. In Sultangazi, although we cannot go down first to one of the 
monumental aqueducts, Güzelce (Gözlüce) Kemer –which is not that 
easy, it requires to be a mountaineer in a way but it’s worth trying– it 
is important that we see it from a distance… However, we must not 
leave without seeing Mağlova closely, without touching our feet to the 
waters below. It is an actual wonder of engineering and architecture… It 
is located on Alibey Creek. After we leave the vehicle, we will walk on a 
path in a forest for approximately 1 kilometer next to Alibeyköy dam and 
reach the aqueduct…

It is really a wonderful water structure.  It is not easy to leave but the-
re are also other water structures of Sinan that we will see. We move 
to Kağıthane. After visiting Havz-ı Kebir (The Grand Pool), we take our 
cars to move to Büyükçekmece. Here, we will walk on one of the most 
beautiful bridges of Sinan. A magnificent example of Ottoman bridge 
architecture reaching today, the bridge is a monument of the genius of 
our Architect and Ottoman engineering.

Witnessing that the people had great difficulties in passing the old bri-
dge in Büyükçekmece, Suleiman the Magnificent ordered his Chief Ar-
chitect Sinan to build a beautiful bridge here. However, dying in Ziget-
var (Szigetvár) Expedition (1566), the emperor could not see the bridge 
completed. A real wonder of engineering and architecture, the bridge 
was completed during the reign of Selim II, in 1567-1568. Favored greatly 
by travelers, the original state and nostalgic images of the bridge have 
been documented with engravings.

Leading many Ottoman armies to wars, witnessing as many joys of vi-
ctories and sorrows of defeats, “Büyükçekmece Bridge is an interesting 
work of engineering formed of four sections with different elevations.

Remarkable for the fact that it bears Sinan’s signature, we will pass this 
bridge, visit Suleiman Fountain, Suleiman Caravansary and Sokullu Meh-
med Pasha Mosque, which are all Sinan’s works, complete our journey 
and head to our lodging areas at city center.




